
 

 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Illinois Commerce Commission ) 
  On Its Own Motion ) 
 ) 
     vs. ) 
 ) 
United States Steel Corporation, ) 
  Respondent )  Docket No. 10-0635 
 ) 
Determination under Section 5 of the  ) 
Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act of the plan  ) 
USS is to have in place for the inspection  ) 
and maintenance of its pipeline facilities in  ) 
and near its Granite City Works. ) 
 
 

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION’S MOTION TO STRIKE 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE FOR LEAVE TO FILE A RESPONSE INSTANTER 

 
United States Steel Corporation ("U. S. Steel”) files with the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“Commission”) this Motion To Strike Or In The Alternative For Leave To File A 

Response Instanter pursuant to Section 200.190 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice.  83 

Ill.Adm.Code 200.190.   

INTRODUCTION 

The Reply Brief (“Reply”) of Commission Staff (“Staff”) raises for the first time a new 

claim:  that U.S. Steel has previously conceded that the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act, 220 

ILCS 20/1 et seq. (“IGPSA”) and/or the federal Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, 49 U.S.C. 

§60101 et seq.  (“NGPSA”) are applicable to the natural gas and coal over gas (“COG”) fuel 

lines at its Granite City Works facility (“GCW”), and that this is dispositive of the Commission’s 

jurisdiction. Staff failed to present relevant testimony, conduct cross-examination or discovery, 

or argue this claim in its Initial Brief.  Instead, Staff presented this argument for the first time in 

its Reply, after the record was marked “Heard and Taken,” and after the parties’ Initial Briefs 

were filed.  U.S. Steel was therefore denied the opportunity to respond to Staff’s claim on the 
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merits of Staff’s argument.  The Commission should strike those portions of Staff’s Reply 

containing this argument; to do otherwise would unfairly prejudice U.S. Steel, and constitute a 

denial of due process.  In the alternative, the Commission should allow U.S. Steel to file a 

response to Staff’s new argument, which response is attached hereto.  

ARGUMENT 

 Fundamental fairness and due process dictate that the Commission allow U.S. Steel to 

respond to Staff’s claim, or otherwise give the claim no consideration.  Gigger v. Board of Fire 

& Police Commissioners of City of East St. Louis, 23 Ill. App. 2d 433, 439 (4th Dist 1960) (Due 

process requirements of administrative proceedings include “the opportunity to be heard, the 

right to cross-examine adverse witnesses, and impartial rulings on the evidence.” See also 

Balmoral Racing Club, Inc. v. Ilinois Racing Board., 151 Ill. 2d 367, 400-01 (1992) (“cross-

examination is required in order to ensure that due process requirements are met”). The 

Commission consistently has found that due process requires that an opposing party have the 

opportunity to cross-examine or respond to another party’s position.  See, e.g., Order, Docket 

No. 92-0121, 1995 Ill. PUC LEXIS, Apr. 12, 1995, at *25-26 (no consideration given to proposal 

offered after evidentiary hearing concluded without benefit of fundamental right to cross-

examination by the other parties); Order, Docket No. 94-0066, 1995 Ill. PUC LEXIS 176, Feb. 

23, 1995, at 266-268 (Staff’s modifications proposed for the first time in brief, which were not 

tested in cross-examination and which no party had the opportunity to address for the record, 

would violate fundamental fairness and deny due process).   

 Staff has offered no basis, and there is none, for it to first raise its “concession” claim in 

its Reply.  Staff has known since before the beginning of this case that U.S. Steel was asserting 

that the IGPSA and the NGPSA are not applicable to, and that the Commission does not have 

jurisdiction over, the GCW natural gas and COG fuel lines.  Staff’s October 2010 Report to the 

Commission specifically states that U.S. Steel “acknowledges the Commission’s pipeline safety 
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jurisdiction only over the South Plant line…and not over any portion of the USS GCW Natural 

Gas System or the Coke Oven Gas System.”  Staff Ex. 1.01 at 7-8.  One of the letters upon which 

Staff relies in its claim contains an express reservation of rights by U.S. Steel to contest 

Commission jurisdiction. Staff Ex. 1.01, App. A, Att. 5 at footnote 1.  And U.S. Steel filed a 

special and limited appearance in this proceeding, explicitly contesting and objecting to the 

assertion of jurisdiction by the Commission.    Staff presented three pieces of testimony, and U.S. 

Steel responded with the testimony of its two witnesses.  Witnesses were made available for 

cross-examination at the evidentiary hearing.  At no point in this evidentiary process did Staff 

raise the argument that U.S. Steel had previously made concessions which subject GCW to the 

jurisdiction of the Commission.  Moreover, Staff’s Initial Brief fails to raise this claim.  It is only 

in its Reply that Staff attempts to interpret documents  that U.S. Steel sent to Staff before the 

commencement of this case, and which were included in Staff’s 2010 Report to the Commission 

as attachments to Staff’s request for an interpretive letter from the U.S.  Department of 

Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (“PHMSA”).  See 

Staff Report at 4.   

U.S. Steel moves to strike the language below from Staff’s Reply which alleges, for the 

first time, that U.S. Steel has conceded that the IGPSA and the NGPSA apply to GCW natural 

gas and COG fuel lines.  In the alternative, the Commission should allow U.S. Steel the 

opportunity to respond to Staff’s claim. 

 Page 3:   

However, contrary to its own argument, USS asserted all the natural gas lines are 
indeed distribution lines, and provided Staff with two reports1 prior to the initiation 

                                                 
1 This section contains a footnote, which should also be stricken: One report was provided by 

C. Lindsay Enloe of USDI and another by Larry Kotys and Paul Oleksa of M.K. Technologies. USS 
notes that USDI is a “OQ qualified contractor,” and that “M.K. Technologies is experienced in 
planning and implementing Integrity Management Programs and other pipeline safety regulations. 
USS has full confidence that M.K. Technologies will appropriately and swiftly guide USS to full 
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of this Docket, which purported as such. Staff Ex. 1.01, App. A, Att. 5, at 2. In doing 
so, USS has admitted all its natural gas pipelines meet the definition of a pipeline 
used in the “transportation of gas.” Id. 
 
 Pages 3-4: 

 
However, this directly contradicts the opinion provided by USS‟s own pipeline safety 
regulatory consultants, M.K. Technologies, which explicitly states that the GCW 
natural gas pipelines do in fact contain several mains and service lines, and as such, 
are distribution lines. Staff Ex. 1.01, App. A, Att. 5 at 3, 6-8; see USS Initial Brief at 
17. More specifically, USS provided M.K. Technologies’s analysis of the natural gas 
lines prior to the initiating order in this docket, a portion of which follows:  
 

A distribution system consists of mains and service lines, and serves multiple 
consumers. The piping is often convoluted, traversing along many different 
streets. (Contrast this to a transmission line, which typically transports gas in a 
relatively straight line from one point to another, although there may be 
occasional lateral connections.)  
 
The USS natural gas pipeline contains a main or mains. Typically the pipe 
running along a street is considered to be a main. From this perspective the USS 
natural gas piping system would contain several mains, because the system runs 
along several different streets. (Nevertheless, whether the USS natural gas piping 
system contains one main or several mains is not critical to this analysis.)  
 
The USS natural gas piping system contains several service lines, each service 
line transporting gas from a common source of supply (a main) to an individual 
customer. All the customers are owned by USS, but each customer is responsible 
for the amount of gas it uses. Some of the customers are metered, whereas some 
of the customers are not metered.  
In summary, the USS natural gas system is a system of pipelines, not a single 
pipeline. It is supplied through three separate sources. It contains mains that 
traverse along many separate streets. It contains several service lines. This 
system has the characteristics of a small distribution system.  
. . .  
The USS natural gas piping system meets all the definition requirements of a 
small distribution system. It contains mains and service lines and supplies gas to 
multiple customers. It has the characteristics of a typical small distribution 
system.  

 
Staff Ex. 1.01, App. A, Att. 5 at 8 (emphasis in original). 

                                                                                                                                                             
compliance with all applicable pipeline safety codes, regulations, and requirements.” Staff Ex. 1.01, 
App. A, Att. 5 at 3. 
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 Page 6-7: 
 
USS conceded that this was the case, and stated those interpretations were 
applicable to the GCW coke oven gas pipeline. Id. This concession is the logical 
equivalent to USS conceding that the GCW COG pipeline is a transmission line. Id. 
 
 Page 7: 

 
USS has asserted that the GCW COG pipelines are distribution lines. Staff Ex. 1.01, 
App. A, Att. 9 at 9-12. USS stated: “Interpretation PI-91-046 clarifies the fact that 
the COG line is jurisdictional even though the gas is owned by the ultimate 
consumer of the gas. . . [B]y the definitions in § 192.3, the pipeline between the coke 
oven plan (production facility) and the various GCW users is a distribution line.” 
Staff Ex. 1.01, App. A, Att. 9 at 10, 12. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, U.S. Steel should not be unfairly prejudiced by Staff’s entirely new and 

unfounded claim that U.S. has previously made concessions which subject GCW to the 

jurisdiction of the Commission.  U.S. Steel did not have a chance to present evidence or elicit 

testimony during the evidentiary portion of this proceeding regarding Staff’s claim, or respond to 

Staff’s argument in its briefs.  The Commission should strike the portions of Staff’s Reply listed 

above, or in the alternative, permit U.S. Steel to file the attached response.   
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WHEREFORE, U.S. Steel respectfully requests that the ALJ grant its Motion To Strike 

Or In The Alternative For Leave To File A Response Instanter for the reasons set forth herein. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 
 
 By:  /s/ John E. Rooney  
 
Dated: September 11, 2012 
 
John E. Rooney 
Carmen L. Fosco 
Jacqueline M. Vidmar 
ROONEY RIPPIE & RATNASWAMY LLP 
350 West Hubbard Street, Suite 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
(312) 447-2800 
john.rooney@r3law.com 
carmen.fosco@r3law.com 
jacqueline.vidmar@r3law.com 




